n8	Chap. 3—assignment
Right to Retake Possession.—Another difficulty
arises if contractual rights alone are assigned and not the
property rights, and that is as to the right to take posses-
sion of the goods in case of default by the hirer. In every
hire-purchase agreement the right is reserved to the owner,
in the event of default by the hirer in paying the hire-rent
or performing the other conditions of the contract, of
retaking possession of the goods and of entering into the
hirer's premises for that purpose. Is this a right of
contract which is assignable ? It has been decided in
Brown v. Metropolitan Counties Life Assurance Society (/)
that it is not. It was there held that a licence to seize
goods was clearly a personal authority to be exercised by
the licensee, and that on assignment it would be left to
the assignee to judge in each case whether to seize or not
and the personal authority of the original licensee would
be gone and that therefore the assignment was invalid.
The matter was further discussed in the Fuchsbalg case of
the Davis bankruptcy (g). In that case the hire-purchase
agreement contained a clause entitling the owner to enter
and seize and sell the goods and for that purpose if
necessary to break outer and inner doors. It was held (h)
following Brown v. Metropolitan Counties Life Assurance
Society (i) that this was a personal licence which could not
be legally assigned.
If therefore the clause amounts to a licence to seize
goods, it is not assignable, and an assignee of the con-
tractual rights only, has no power to enter and take
possession in the event of the hirer making default, and
in view of the fact that no property rights have passed to
him, he cannot sue in detinue, but can only sue for
damages for breach of the agreement, a remedy which in
the majority of cases would have little value. Further,
(/) (1859), 28 LJ. Q.B. 236 ;   1 E. & E. 832 ;   18 Digest 281, 772.
(£) In re Davis, Ex parte Rawlings (1888), 2 Q.BJD. 193 ;   5 Digest
696, 6125.
(h) At p. 198.
(i) supra.

